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The effects of low-dose Si implantation damageon diffusion of low-concentration P and As in
Si wafers are investigated. Dopants are implanted at a low dose and subsequently
preannealedto remove any self-damage.An enhanceddiffusion of P is observedby directly
comparing dopant profiles in damagedand undamagedregions. Monitoring effective
diffusivity of P at various annealing temperaturesand times reveals that the enhanced
diffusion is a transient processwith a time constant which is larger at lower temperature.
This enhancementis larger and of longer duration the lower the annealing temperatureis. In
contrast to P, As diffusion in the damagedregion does not show any enhancement.This
implies that the defects induced by the Si implants have separatemechanismsfor interaction
with each type of dopant.
Extensive knowledge of transient diffusion of dopants
due to ion implantation damagein silicon during annealing
has been required for designing shallow junctions in submicron devices. The transient diffusion is thought to be
causedby the complex interactions of dopants, point defects, and extended defects whose concentrations are
changingwith time and location during thermal annealing
cycle. Recent studies have reported transient enhanceddiffusion of implanted boron during furnace annealing and
rapid thermal annealing (RTA).la Most of these experimentsshowedanomalousmovement of high-concentration
boron profiles on substrates amorphized by high-dose Si
implantation. Packan and Plummer6 observed substantially enhanced diffusion of low-concentration boron in
deepregions of silicon wafers implanted with low dosesof
silicon and showedits dependenceon the implant doseand
annealingtemperature.
Enhanceddiffusion was also observedduring RTA for
phosphorusimplanted at a dose below the amorphization
threshold.7’8Additional studies have looked at enhanced
diffusion of phosphorusproducedby annealingthe samples
amorphized with high-dosesilicon implants.4*9-11
Servidori
et aLI2 reported enhanceddiffusion of predepositedphosphorus due to low-dose silicon implants during furnace
annealing at 600-750 “C and its dependenceon relative
depth position of defects. In the caseof arsenic, previous
resultscontradict eachother. Someresearchersshowedinitial transient enhanced diffusion of arsenic during
RTA,13*14while others observedno initial transient,15or
only very small enhancementof arsenic profiles with Si
damageimplants.9*‘0”6
In contrast to previous work, this study looks at the
effectsof low-dose silicon implantation damageon lightly
doped phosphorus and arsenic layers. To build physical
modelsfor the implantation damage,it is necessaryto separate the effects of high-concentration diffusion, extended
defects, and point defects. The experimental procedure
used for this study was designedto diminish any possible
complexity of transient diffusion mechanismsdue to evolution of extended defects so that only point defects in732
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jected directly by implantation could contribute the diffusion kinetics. A 250 A oxide layer was grown on (100)
oriented, 80 0 cm, n-type silicon wafers. Half of the wafers
received a phosphorus implant at 60 keV with a dose of
2x 1013/cm2.The remainder of the wafers receivedan arsenic implant with the same implantation conditions. The
implantation energy and dose are low enough to produce
low-concentration tlopant profiles, which eliminates highconcentration diffusion effects. The subsequentprocedure
is common to both phosphorusand arsenicwafers. All the
wafers were annea’tedfor 10 min at 900 “C in order to
remove any point defects induced by implanted dopant
itself and to activate the dopant. The doping profiles at this
step were measuredthrough spreadingresistanceprofiling
(SRI’). The wafers were shadow masked,such that half of
each wafer was implanted with 28Siat 60 keV to a doseof
1x 1014/cm2,which is below that necessaryto amorphize
the surface. This low-dosesilicon implant producesa limited amount of darr.agewhich results in point defectswith
very few extendeddefects.” The sampleswereannealedfor
several different times at various temperatures ranging
from 800 to 1100“C using both RTA and furnace annealing. The dopant profiles were then measuredfrom these
annealedsamplesby using SRP.
The results from phosphoruswafers are describedfirst.
Figure 1 shows the phosphorusdopant profiles of undamaged and damaged regions on a sample which was annealedat 800“C for 30 min. Large enhancementof phosphorus diffusion dne to the low-dose Si implant damage
can be seendire&r compared with the diffusion without
implant damage.The peak concentration of the profile at
this lowest temperature is about I X 10’*/cm3, which is
below the intrinsic ,:arrier concentration at all anneal temperatures, and thus precludesany extrinsic diffusion.
Figure 2 showsthe behavior of phosphorusprofiles on
damagedregions fcr increasing annealingtimes at 900 “C.
Here the enhancedmotion of dopants saturatesafter the
prolongedfurnace annealingtimes larger than 15min. This
implies the transient damageenhancementmust be considerably shorter than the anneal time. Since the measured
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FIG. 1. Comparison between measured P profiles in damaged and undamaged regions after furnace annealing at 800 “C for 30 min.

FIG. 3. Dependenceof ratio of time-averagedeffective diffusivity of P to
its normal diffusivity on annealing time at various temperatures.

profiles are nearly Gaussian,a depth-independenteffective
diffusivity can be applied to the entire dopant profile.
In Fig. 3, the temperatureand time dependenceof the
ratio of the phosphorus damage-enhancedeffective diffusivity D to normal diffusivity D* is shown. This ratio increasesabruptly as annealingtemperaturedecreases,which
meansthe amount of transient enhancementis the largest
at the lowest temperature. This is consistent with a previous report on boron transient damage-enhanceddiffusion
due to low-dosesilicon implants.6 The ratio at 15 s ranges
from about 300 at 900 “C to 3 at 1100“C. As time increases,the time-averagedeffective diffusivity decreasesto
the default value D*, and the rate of this decreaseis lower
for lower temperature. This indicates that the transient
enhancementoccurs in a short time interval which is different at different anneal temperatures.
The absolutemovementof profiles on damagedregions
can be representedas squareroot of two times the product
of effective diffusivity and anneal time m.
The differenceof thesevaluesfor eachpair of regionswith and with-

out silicon implants, A J2E = JZ% - JZE, quantifies
the net enhancedmovement of each profile as shown in
Fig. 4. At times during which there is a damageenhancement, this quantity will be increasing. After the damage
enhancementis gone, the value will saturate and then decay. As the annealtemperatureincreases,the net enhancement of diffusion is seen to decreasegenerally, which is
consistent with the caseof phosphorusdiffusion on amorphized silicon in previous studies.‘OP’lAt 800“C, A m is
nearly constant from 15 to 30 min as was observedby
Angelucci et al.” in boron enhanceddiffusion behavior
over the same time range. At 900 ‘C, the value initially
increasesduring the short time RTA anneals, and then
begins to decline during the longer time furnace anneals.
The time constant of the enhancementat 900 “C is estimated to be 15 to 30 s. At 1000“C the time constant must
be less than 15 s, as A m becomesalready constant at
that time. 1100“C RTA data show decreaseof A m,
which correspondsto its behavior of large time anneal at
900 or 1000“C!.This implies that the time constant of tran-
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FIG. 2. P profiles in the region damagedby Si implants and annealedat
9oo’C for different times, compared with that in the undamagedregions
annealedfor I5 min at the same temperature.
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sient diffusion at 1100“C is far less than that at lower
temperature. The overall trend of A m variation shows
that the time constant of transient enhanceddiffusion decreaseswith increasing anneal temperature, which is in
agreement with the previous observation on phosphorus
and boron diffusion under amorphizing implant conditions.4’10
Arsenic diffusion, however, did not show any enhancement effect from the low-dose silicon implants. There was
no discernibledifferencebetweenthe arsenicprofiles on the
undamaged and the damaged regions. This result agrees
with some of the previous results of arsenicg**’ There are
several possible reasons for this difference, First, phosphorus is known to diffuse mainly by interstitialcy mechanism, and arsenic by a vacancy mechanism.i8 However,
Monte Carlo calculations indicate that the defectsare created in roughly equal numbers. Second, the arsenic enhancement may be less than our measurementerror. Becausearsenic diffuses slower than phosphorus, a moderate
enhancementof the diffusivity would have been undetectable.
In summary, a marked enhanced diffusion of phosphorus is causedby nonamorphizing silicon implants. This
dopant profile redistribution is basically a transient, shorttime processwhich occurs due to the interaction of dopants with damage-inducedexcessiveamount of point defects. The resultant effect of this enhanced diffusion is
larger and of longer duration at lower annealing temperature. Arsenic under the same experimental conditions
showed no transient enhanced diffusion due to damage.
The experiment was designed to minimize high-
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concentration diffusion effectsand the creation of extended
defects.
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